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1 July 2016 

 

 

 

 

Fishermans Bend Task Force 

Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning 

1 Spring Street 

MELBOURNE VIC 3000 

GPO Box 500 

EAST MELBOURNE VIC 8002 

 

Email to: fishermansbend@delwp.vic.gov.au        BY EMAIL 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

RE: FISHERMAN’S BEND PRECINCT STRUCTURE PLAN & URBAN RENEWAL PROJECT - APA SUBMISSION. 

This letter communication is in response to the Fisherman’s Bend Precinct Structure Plan & Urban 

Renewal Project (herein the PSP). APA VTS Australia (Operations) Pty Ltd (herein APA) provides these 

comments on the proposed development around the known APA pipeline assets, adjacent to the 

study area (see figure 1). APA has the following comments and recommendations in relation to the 

proposal. 
 

APA has three pipelines within the vicinity of the Study Area: 
 

Table 1: Transmission gas pipelines in the area of consideration 

Pipeline Pipeline Licence 
Easement 

Width (m) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Measurement 

Length 

West Melbourne to Brooklyn   PL108 (T33) N/A 750 450 

Dandenong to West Melbourne PL36 (T16) N/A 750 450 

Port Melbourne to Symex Holdings PL164 (T89) N/A 150 77 

Note: measurement length is applied to either side of the pipeline. 
 

APA would like to respond by expressing direct interests in the development of the Fisherman’s Bend 

Precinct Structure Plan area and the future use of lands in the vicinity of its pipeline assets for 

residential, commercial and public open space purposes.  It is APA’s objective to protect human life 

and infrastructure whilst ensuring future land use, subdivision and development will not inhibit the 

potential of an existing high pressure transmission pipeline system to be able to provide capacity 

required to meet the needs for natural gas in Victoria.  
 

In APA’s previous response dated 22 November 2013, APA had included attachments indicating the 

legislative requirements of development within the vicinity of high pressure gas pipeline. These 

documents are still relevant and include: 
 

� APA VTS Australia’s Guidelines (Appendix 1) 

� AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.3.4 - Primary Location Classification (Appendix 2)   

� AS2885, Part 1, Clause 4.7.4 – Change of Location Class (Appendix 3) 
 

For your benefit, these attachments have once again been incorporated into this documented 

response.  
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From the information supplied the proposed PSP will significantly impact on APA assets on the land 

parcel, which increases the risk of our pipeline being detrimentally impacted upon. APA recognises 

the need for changes in land use and APA monitors its assets and operations accordingly, to ensure 

that urban encroachment, development and third party crossings are managed appropriately. For 

your information, APA has developed general guidelines on development within close proximity to its 

assets to reduce the risk to life and property (see Appendix 1). 
 

We wish to emphasise it is APA’s intent to ensure that high pressure gas pipelines and local 

communities are safely protected; in accordance with Australian Standards 2885 (AS2885) for Pipelines 

– Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Part 1). For new residential development within close proximity to the gas 

transmission pipelines, APA must be notified to enable the development to be considered from a 

safety perspective. We wish to emphasise that our intent is to ensure that transmission pressure gas 

pipelines and local communities are safely protected with minimum impact; in accordance with 

Australian Standards 2885 (AS2885) for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Part 1), explicitly 

addressed in Clause 4.7.4 & 4.7.3 (Appendix 2 & 3) and subject to required Safety Management Study 

(SMS). Our technical regulator, Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) and the AS2885 impose obligations on 

pipeline licensees to maintain appropriate safety risk levels of pipelines despite changes in the 

surrounding environment and population. 
 

It is recommended that high density residential development or other sensitive land uses should be 

located beyond the “measurement length” when planning or developing land in the vicinity of any 

high pressure gas transmission infrastructure as is proposed within the subdivision. Land in close 

proximity to the high pressure transmission pipeline should be developed to provide a level of 

separation whereby sensitive, high density and susceptible land uses are avoided where injury could 

result from a pipeline incident. This separation or “measurement length” (Table 1) clearly defines the 

region that would be affected by the worst case scenario pipeline failure and identifies the distance 

where development should be carefully designed and considered by the planning authority in relation 

to gas transmission pipelines. 
 

APA has completed the review of the PSP and associated documents in relation to its high pressure 

gas transmission pipelines and associated infrastructure and submits the following comments to 

Government: 
 

First and foremost APA notes that an independent Ministerial Advisory Committee (herein MAC) was 

announced on 21 July 2015 to advise the Minister for Planning on development within the Fisherman’s 

Bend project area. The MAC provided a report to the Minister for Planning on the effectiveness of the 

planning process to date for the broader PSP study area. It is understood that the MAC continues to 

provide independent advice on the planning and future of the Fisherman’s Bend Precinct. 
 

APA is disappointed in the responses to numerous planning applications within the precinct area thus 

far. Numerous applications have bypassed normal planning practices and have been approved by 

the Minister of Planning without any consultation with stakeholders integral to the health and safety of 

the future local community. Due to the lack in consultation with APA, numerous planning decisions 

have been made resulting in important pipeline safety policies and regulations not taken into 

account. This failure to take such actions into account creates an unacceptable risk of external 

interference to APA’s critical assets. 
 

APA’s pipeline assets located within the Victorian Transmission System have been classified as ‘Vital 

Critical Infrastructure’ under the Emergency Management Act, 2013. It is for this reason that planning 

and development around pipeline assets displayed in Table 1 above takes into account the sensitive 

and critical nature of the gas transmission pipeline assets. 
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From the information supplied, the proposal will significantly impact on APA’s assets within the study 

area.  
 

Table 2: Fisherman’s Bend Precincts and associated implicated High Pressure Gas Transmission. 

Precinct Name Pipelines Affected 

Montague Precinct 

PL108 (T33) 

PL36 (T16) 

PL164 (T89) 

Sandridge Precinct 
PL108 (T33) 

PL164 (T89) 

Lorimer Precinct NIL 

Wirraway Precinct PL108 (T33) 

Employment Precinct PL108 (T33) 
 

� APA understands that the Metropolitan Planning Authority (herein MPA) is in the process of 

preparing a Development Contributions Plan Overlay under clause 45.06 of the local planning 

scheme which once finalised will apply to all land within the PSP study area. Due to the 

significant implications of developing lands within the measurement length of such significant 

high pressure gas transmission pipeline assets it is recommended that appropriate pipeline 

safety measures be incorporated into this piece of legislation in the future.  

� Detailed cross-sections showing the location of the high pressure gas transmission pipelines 

should be produced as displayed in Figure 2 in consultation with APA to ensure all development 

along the APA pipeline right-of-way is standardised and protects the integrity of the pipeline 

asset. These cross-sections should be attached as an appendix to the Fisherman’s Bend 

Strategic Framework Plan and/or final Precinct Structure Plan documents. It is imperative that 

potential developers are well aware of the pipeline assets within the measurement length and 

the implications associated with such assets. Currently, cross-sections such as for Buckhurst 

Street (Figure 2) do not show the APA pipeline asset. 

� The proposed land use changes adjacent to the pipeline assets will trigger the requirement of a 

Safety Management Study in line with the Australian Standard AS-2885. 

� The proposed land use surrounding the APA pipeline assets (see Figure 3), within the 

measurement length of APA pipelines will likely be classified as a sensitive use under the 

Australian Standard AS-2885. 

� Numerous community infrastructure developments including landscaping in close proximity to 

the APA pipelines are proposed as demonstrated in Figure 3 attached within the Ferrars St and 

Buckhurst Street sections of the Montague precinct area. It is essential that APA is consulted in 

such planning from an early onset to ensure the pipeline asset is not placed at an increased risk 

or threat. APA notes it must have unimpeded 24 hour access to the pipeline for monitoring and 

maintenance purposes. Any proposed development or land use must not impact on APA’s 

ability to meet their requirements as the pipeline licensee to maintain its’ asset in line with the 

Standard and the Act. 

� Restrictions on the use of the pipeline Right-of-Way (herein the ROW) on all proposed lands 

within three metres of the edge of pipeline within the Precinct Structure Plan Area (or in close 

vicinity of the pipeline) will be enforced in accordance with the Victorian Pipelines Act, 2005. In 

particular: 

o No structure will be permitted within three (3) metres of a pipeline asset without prior 

written approval. 

o Line of sight along the pipeline ROW must be maintained. 

o Three (3) metre minimum clearance between the pipeline and any vegetation greater 

than 0.5m in height must be maintained at all times. 

� Detailed engineering plans for any proposed future public open space developments running 

parallel with APA high pressure gas transmission pipelines will be required by APA for assessment 
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and prior to future works to ensure its pipeline assets are not placed at an unacceptable risk. 

APA notes that for all developments adjacent to the pipeline or in the near vicinity, 

construction methodology and proposed plant and equipment to be utilised during 

construction for any proposed works will be required prior to construction for assessment and 

approval by APA prior to future construction works. This would be best implemented through 

the mandatory requirement of a Construction Management Plan (CMP). This CMP requirement 

and approval of the CMP by APA has been utilised in numerous other PSP developments 

throughout Melbourne and should be applied accordingly.  

� Any proposed structures such as light poles and/or landscaping within the APA ROW must be 

approved by APA. APA must assess whether this will be classified as a permanent structure 

under section 120 of the Victorian Pipelines Act 2005. 

� APA reserves the right to review any engineering plans developed that will impact on its 

existing pipeline infrastructure in the future. 

 

It is recommended that project managers and/or design engineers have ongoing correspondence 

with APA in the future to discuss the scope of issues relating to any planning, design or construction 

activities adjacent to and/or across APA infrastructure to ensure its assets are thoroughly protected. It 

is APA’s intent is to ensure that transmission pressure gas pipelines are safely protected with minimum 

impact on and mitigating any potential risks and proposed encroachment to ensure the integrity of its 

pipeline assets. 

 

For any further enquiries relating to this submission please feel free to contact the Infrastructure, 

Planning & Protection Team on (03) 9797 5118 or (03) 9797 5265 or by email ipp@apa.com.au. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 
 

LAND AGENT- VICTORIA 

 

CC: , Metropolitan Planning Authority, Port Phillip Council, Melbourne City 

Council, Energy Safe Victoria 

 

� Figure 1:  APA VTS Australia Pipeline Assets within Study Area. 

� Figure 2: Proposed Buckhurst Street Public Green Link Cross Section. 

� Figure 3: South Melbourne Ferrars St Primary School & Integrated Community Facilities Site 

Context and approximate location of pipeline asset. 

� Figure 4: Proposed Ferrars/Buckhurst Streets Illustrative Plan & Site Context and approximate 

location of pipeline asset. 

� Appendix 1: APA VTS Australia’s Guidelines to Planning and Development around High Pressure 

Gas Transmission Pipelines. 

� Appendix 2:  Clause 4.7.4 Australian Standards 2885 for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum 

(Part 1) - Primary Location Classification 

� Appendix 3:  Clause 4.3.4 Australian Standards 2885 for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum 

(Part 1) - Change of Location Class  
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Figure 1: APA VTS Australia Pipeline Assets within Study Area 
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  Figure 2: Proposed Buckhurst Street Public Green Link Cross Section. 
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Figure 3: South Melbourne Ferrars St Primary School & Integrated Community Facilities Site Context and approximate location of 

pipeline asset. 
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Figure 4: Proposed Ferrars/Buckhurst Streets Illustrative Plan & Site Context and approximate location of pipeline asset.
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Appendix 1: APA VTS Australia’s Guidelines to Planning and Development around High Pressure Gas 

Transmission Pipelines. 

 

1. Planning Controls  

Operations of gas transmission pipelines carry a level of risk, which must be assessed when 

considering development proposals in the vicinity of high pressure transmission pipelines, to ensure 

that risk to people, property and the environment is within acceptable levels.  

Whilst Australian gas pipelines industry has an excellent safety record, in case of a pipeline failure an 

area of several hundred metres can be significantly impacted. The most frequent cause of pipeline 

failure worldwide is damage caused by external interference resulting from multiple activities such as 

construction or maintenance activities on or near gas pipelines.  

Whilst the land that is required to control access to the pipeline itself is set aside in an easement in 

most situations, a much larger buffer should be considered when planning or developing land in the 

vicinity of any high pressure gas infrastructure. 

The “measurement length” clearly defines the region that could be affected by the worst case 

scenario pipeline failure and identifies the distance where development proposals should be referred 

to the pipeline owners by the planning authority. 

If there is any change in land use/zoning, in pipeline location classification or a construction activity is 

proposed within the measurement length, AS2885 requires a detailed Safety Management Study to 

be undertaken, which incorporates performing a risk assessment. For example, as a location 

classification changes from rural to residential (Appendix 2 and 3), the level of pipeline protection 

required normally increases to ensure protection of the pipeline and to manage the risk to the 

community and the environment.  

2. All proposed development needs to be restricted in the pipeline’s easements and/or within 

close proximity to the pipeline 

APA owns and operates multiple natural gas transmission pipelines of various wall thickness and 

pressures throughout Victoria. 

 

APA would oppose road construction (including water courses or structures) within or on the 

transmission pipeline easements parallel to or over the pipeline as it seeks to minimise construction 

works in the easements to reduce the likelihood of excavations potentially causing damage to the 

pipelines. 

We advise that APA’s position is supported by Government legislation and Australian Safety Standards: 

• Pipelines Act (2005) - there is restrictions on works within close proximity to APA’s pipelines.  

• APA has restrictive covenants that control development within its easements, for example, 

restrictions on structures and excavation. 

• AS2885.1 - APA has a duty to review and comment on changes in land uses in close proximity to 

the pipeline. 

Each easement could be incorporated into a proposed development subject to early consultation 

with APA as periodic access is required to our pipelines.  

Most transmission pipelines are protected by a registered easement which varies in width from 6.5 to 

35m; however there is high pressure transmission pipelines located in various road reserves or 
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Government land without a registered easement. In such cases, a “Permit to Work”, issued by APA, is 

required for any proving and/or construction activity deeper than 300mm within 3m of a transmission 

pipeline. 

3. Crossing of an APA VTS Australia high pressure transmission pipeline or easement  

Crossing high pressure transmission pipelines and/or any related easements by roads, rails and other 

services, would be permitted in principle with prior approval of APA (at a 90 degree angle) as the 

pipelines might need to be re-engineered for the proposed crossing.  

Further assessments of road crossings, other services and potential impact on the pipeline will need to 

be assessed and conditions issued on a case by case basis upon consideration of a number of factors 

such as: the depth of pipeline cover, pipeline recoating, relocation of the pipeline and future pipeline 

accessibility, to the applicant’s cost.  

Each pipeline easement could be incorporated into a reserve or open space, that is, in other Structure 

Plans the easements have served as cycle links or linear paths connecting areas of open space. 

The easement must be left grassed with no large trees or bushes planted that may cause damage to 

the pipeline coating. Any flora deemed a danger to the integrity of the pipeline will be removed. Plant 

species placed within the easement must be approved by APA. 

Due to periodic access required to our pipelines for maintenance, significant disturbance to the 

easement may occur due to excavation around the pipeline. 

4. Developments within the “measurement length” – urban encroachment issues 

High pressure gas transmission pipelines have the potential to cause major damage if the gas ignites in 

case of a rupture. APA constantly monitors and maintains these pipelines to ensure their integrity; 

therefore the likelihood of a major incident is highly unlikely, however, under the safety obligations of 

AS2885, APA is required to ensure that adequate measures are taken to minimise the risk to public 

safety in close proximity of its pipelines. 

The ‘measurement length’ relevant to APA pipelines in the area vary and proximity is determined by 

the diameter of the pipeline and its operating pressures. 

For proposals within the ‘measurement length’ a pipeline risk management plan will be required to 

demonstrate that the risk from the pipeline is within acceptable levels. The risk management plan may 

require a safety assessment and must be undertaken in consultation with the pipeline owner/operator. 

The safety assessment is conducted in the form of a Safety Management Study (SMS). The SMS is 

defined as the process that identifies threats to the pipeline system and applies controls to them, and 

(if necessary) undertakes assessment and treatment of any risks to ensure that residual risk is reduced 

to an acceptable level. 

AS 2885.1 explicitly addresses the urban encroachment problem in Clause 4.7.4 (Appendix 2); Change 

of Location Class. It addresses situations where higher population densities occur in areas where they 

were previously not permitted. In that situation the standard requires that: 

"...a safety assessment shall be undertaken and additional control measures implemented until 

it is demonstrated that the risk from a loss of containment involving rupture is As Low As 

Reasonably Possible (ALARP)."AND 

"...the assessment shall demonstrate that the cost of the risk reduction measures provided by 

alternative solutions is grossly disproportionate to the benefit gained from the reduced risk that 

could result from implementing any of the alternatives" 
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The assessment must include consideration of alternative risk reduction measures including Maximum 

Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) reduction, pipe replacement, pipeline relocation, modification 

of land use and additional physical and procedural protection. All measures to be further discussed 

and considered on specific developments upon early consultation with APA.  

The additional physical and procedural external interference protection measures are:  

• Physical controls:  separation (burial, exclusion & barrier) and resistance to penetration (wall 

thickness and barrier to penetration). 

 

• Procedural controls: pipeline awareness (landowner, third party liaison, community awareness 

program, one call service, marking, activity agreements with other entities) and external 

interference detection (planning notification zones, patrolling & remote intrusion monitoring). 

 

AS2885 requires a metre by metre qualitative analysis to identify each threat to pipeline integrity 

followed by a defined process to manage each threat either by eliminating it through external 

interference or design processes, or by development of management procedures to reduce the risk 

from hazardous events to negligible, low or in unresolved cases, to ALARP. 

APA will also conduct preliminary calculations and assessments of existing pipeline’s credible threats to 

either rupture or create a hole.  In addition APA would seek assistance from local Council in 

preventing the use of rippers and horizontal directional drills (HDDs) working in the vicinity of the 

pipeline. 

Based on the above, APA recommends that ‘“T2” high density and “Sensitive”’ land uses are 

preferably located the corresponding measurement length (see Table 1) from the pipeline away from 

either edge of the pipeline’s easements. 

 ‘”T2” high density and “Sensitive”’ land uses are defined in AS2885 as: 

“T2” High density - Applies where multi-storey development predominates or where large 

numbers of people congregate in the normal use of the area. High density includes areas of 

public infrastructure serving the high density use; roads, railways, major sporting and cultural 

facilities and land use areas of major commercial developments; cities, town centres, shopping 

malls, hotels and motels.” (Section 4.3.4[d] of AS2885). 

“Sensitive” – The sensitive use location class identifies land where the consequences of a failure 

may be increased because it is developed for use by sectors of the community who may be 

unable to protect themselves from the consequences of a pipeline failure. Sensitive uses are 

defined in some jurisdictions but include schools, hospitals, aged care facilities and prisons. 

Sensitive use location class shall be assigned to any portion of pipeline where there is a sensitive 

development within a measurement length. It shall also include locations of high environmental 

sensitivity to pipeline failure. The design requirement for high density shall apply.” (Section 

4.3.5[a] of AS2885). 
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We understand that the predominant land use within the measurement length of the gas pipeline in 

the Planning Scheme amendments as currently presented is residential land. Residential is defined in 

AS2885 as: 

“Residential applies where multiple dwellings exist in proximity to each other and dwellings are 

served by common public utilities. Residential includes areas of land with public infrastructure 

serving the residential use; roads, railways, recreational areas, camping grounds/caravan 

parks, suburban parks, small strip shopping centres. Residential land use may include isolated 

higher density areas provided they are not more than 10% of the land use. Land used for other 

purposes but with similar population density shall be assigned Residential location class.” 

(Section 4.3.4[c]of Australian Standard AS2885). 

However, there could be possible conflicts if the location or isolated high density area land uses within 

the measurement length were to change and therefore APA would in that case request that ‘”T2” 

high density and “Sensitive”’ is relocated preferably to a position located at least the measurement 

length from the pipelines away from either edge of the pipeline’s easements. 
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Appendix 2:  Clause 4.7.4 Australian Standards 2885 for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Part 

1) - Primary Location Classification 
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Appendix 3:  Clause 4.3.4 Australian Standards 2885 for Pipelines – Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Part 

1) - Change of Location Class  

 
 

 

 




